This paper provides customers with technical information needed to prepare their sites for installation and operation of hardware equipment. The customer is responsible for preparing a suitable environment for the installation and operation of the complete computer system.
INTRODUCTION
Proper site preparation and maintenance is vital to the reliability of any computer system. It is the customer's responsibility to ensure that the proper facility resources and conditions are maintained. The building electrical source should supply enough energy for the computer and any additional equipment you may purchase. The computer system should have its own dedicated power source. Provide a power distribution panel dedicated to the computer system and associated hardware. Provide isolated ground bus in this panel. Electromagnetic compatibility requirements asked by equipment manufacturers for equipments with electronic switching power supply (P.C.; Converters; PLC) need a special design of earth potential. Practically, earth connections (electronic ground) are made based on specific algorithms and measurements. Harmonic components from power supply network can disturb each other and generate disturbing harmonics for the other equipments connected to network. Electromagnetic compatibility will be a problem in the future if the power supply network of the customers doesn't have the proper protections against this phenomenology. As a reference we made electronic earth in the following-designs: SUPPLY for SERVERS office of FDFEE Galati/ Brasov/ Craiova and Ploiesti -four cities of Romania. The IT equipment is the product of:
 
STUDY
The IT equipment producer demands that the site is properly prepared.
Example: In one site, three rooms were required for the IT equipment, so that the safety norms (electrical, firealarms and security) were satisfied.
Protective earth
As input data, in the case study for protective earth :
-there is a TN-C system (the use a combined protective earth and neutral -PEN conductor) of buildings; -the designing installation should always be TN-S system, in our case TN-C-S. 
Power and Electrical Requirements
For the proper functioning of the IT equipment, according to the requirements imposed by the supplier and the international standards, the following mesures will be taken: a) Redesigning the architectural components of the rooms in witch the servers are kept b) Assuring an adequete power supply for te servers, the afferent utilities and the existing equipment c) Combining the electrical wirering with the ones of the Prague, 8-11 June 2009
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-cooling -fie protection -room and buiding security The server's power supply will be made through a distribution panel, specialy designed for the servers and the present equipment. The afferent equipment's power supply will be made through a panel situated in the server room.
Embedded objects 2
Embedded objects 3 The server pSeries 670 (IBM production) is disgned with a fully redundant power system. Each system has two line cord attached to two power input port which, in turn , power a fully redudant power distribution system within the system.
Embedded objects 4

Fig.4 Power suply for server pseries 670
There is the dual sistem A/C power cords. For maximum availablity , each line cord should be fed from independent power grids.
To take full advantage of redundancy/reliability that is built into the computer system , the system must be powered from two distribution panels. The possible power instalation configuratin are described as follows- fig.3 . The variations of the voltage spectral of power supply are according to the IEC recommendations and are presented in Table 2 and fig.6 . 
Control and monitorising
CONCLUSIONS
The solution is according to the IEC recommendations.
